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Jerry Ross Barrish - Bayview Horn
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Jerry Ross Barrish is a sculptor and fourth generation San Franciscan who works
from his studio in San Francisco’s Dog Patch neighborhood. The studio is filled with large and small-scale
figures of dancers and musicians as well as animals and birds. Barrish is a figurative artist whose early
assemblages are made of found objects, actual plastic refuse and debris collected from his long walks along the
southeastern shoreline. His more recent artworks are sculptures cast in bronze. Jerry Ross Barrish received his
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree and Master of Fine Arts Degree from the San Francisco Art Institute. His
connection with the Bayview Hunters Point Shipyard is a personal one: during World War II his mother was a
civilian working for the Marine Corps while his father served in the U.S. Navy and stationed in the South Pacific
arena. For Jerry Ross Barrish, the commission to create Bayview Horn is his first permanent public art
commission.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Jerry Ross Barrish will create a tall, lean realistic figure of a lone musician playing a
horn. The Bayview Horn will be cast in bronze and tower approximately 15” tall in height towering over the new
park.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] The inspiration to the artist came after reading about a French film that takes place
during World War I. On Christmas Eve, during an unexpected break in the fighting the soldiers hear haunting
and beautiful music, suddenly the fighting ceases. Barrish found inspiration in the thought that all violence in the
neighborhood would cease under the melodic and powerful spell of the music played by his sculpted lone figure
of a musician playing his horn.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] Barrish is committed to the Youth Program and invites youth participants to his Dog
Patch studio for a day long workshop learning about figurative sculpture and experimenting with the many ways
an artist can use found objects or discarded materials to create new sculptural visions.
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Jessica Bodner - Hale Konon
[ARITST BACKGROUND] Jessica Bodner is an artist, designer and gardener who explores environmental
themes often celebrating the legacy of native peoples. She presently works in Ventura, California where she
recently relocated after living and working almost 20-years in the Bayview Hunters Point neighborhood. While a
Bayview resident, she was an active member of the community operating the 1660 Exhibitions, teaching
welding workshops for women and creating several gardens and later donating native plants to the new artist
compound, Islais Creek. Her studio and adjacent garden were in a Jerrold Street warehouse when she
encouraged a new green business, Flora Grubb to locate their nursery to an adjacent property thereby further
adding to the vitality of the Hunters Point community. Bodner was awarded public and private commissions and
exhibited her artwork primarily in the western states. Jessica Bodner received an A.A. from the Fashion Institute
of Design and Merchandizing (F.I.D.M.), Los Angeles and a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree from the Academy of
Art University, in San Francisco.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Jessica Bodner will create a memorial tribute to the Ohlone Tribe, the native
inhabitants of the southeastern shoreline. Bodner will create a life sized historic interpretation of the tule canoe
used by the Ohlone Tribe in woven steel to celebrate and honor the Ohlone culture while bringing public
attention to the innovative and sustainable principles practiced by these native peoples.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] Bodner researched the nautical history of Bayview Hunters Point beginning thousands
of years ago with the native Coastanoan Ohlone tribe. In her research, she learned about the tall marsh grasses
that were used to make Tule Canoes. These canoes ranged in size and each canoe lasted approximately two
years at which point their usefulness as canoes ended and the used and spent tule material was returned to the
marshland, becoming food and shelter for fish, birds and small wildlife, environmentally a full circle. The Ohlone
Tribe was known as a peaceful, non warring people who lived in harmony and sustained a perfectly balanced
eco-system and way of life along the southeastern shoreline. From that research Bodner was inspired to create
a memorial sculpture honoring the Ohlone people as a small icon of gratitude in reverence for their lost culture
and the roots of San Francisco Bay.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] During a day-long workshop Bodner will introduce youth participants to ways they
can explore what the artist refers to as the ancient history and traditions of the Bayview Hunters Point.
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Marion Coleman - Visions from the Past/Visions of
the Future
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Marion Coleman is a textile artist and emerging public artist whose art explores
themes of history, particularly women’s history, cultural traditions, and real or imagined stories. She is
particularly interested in the challenges and rewards facing people of the African Diaspora. Coleman refers to
her pictorial textile pieces as story quilts and utilizes dramatic color and representational imagery. Working and
living in Castro Valley, she is recognized in the Bay Area for her textile artwork and is represented in collections
throughout the East Bay and included in the collection of the City of Richmond. Marion Coleman received a
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree from the University of California, Riverside and a Master of Science Degree from
California State University, Hayward.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Marion Coleman proposes a segmented art mural of four narrative stories that she
will initially quilt, then using photography of the images transfer to 30” by 30” porcelain enamel panels. Each will
tell the story of themes familiar to long-time residents of the Bayview Hunters Point community:
At Your Service honors the legacy of the African American Pullman Porters.
Not Always a Rosie features women at the Shipyard making cotton grommets used to make the
submarines tight.
What’s a Honey Bee? features Shipyard female workers playing softball on this integrated athletic team
that was formed well before Jackie Robinson played professional baseball.
For the Sake of a Child features a central figure of a child planting a tree in front of a home in the
housing projects.
This is the first public art commission for an exterior site awarded to Coleman.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] Coleman was inspired by the history of the lives of the people who lived in Bayview
Hunters Point and the Shipyard. The migration of African Americans is well documented as community
ancestors came to the San Francisco Bay area seeking better opportunities for themselves and their families.
Although African Americans faced obstacles while seeking employment and housing equity they persevered.
Coleman presents a small portion of life from the past as points for thought for future generations.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] Youth will be lead by artist Marion Coleman in a story-telling workshop where the
youth will illustrate their own personal stories and create pictorial postcards using simple textile methods.
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Matthew Geller - Nautical Swing
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Matthew Geller, a nationally respected artist, is recognized for his public art
commissions. Geller creates artwork that is interactive and animated - often in unexpected and unpredictable
ways. Geller lives and works in New York City, although he exhibits and has been commissioned for public art
throughout the United States. Geller received a Bachelor of Arts Degree, Connecticut College and a Master of
Fine Arts Degree, University of Delaware.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Seemingly constructed from parts salvaged from the Hunters Point Shipyard Nautical
Swing provides a place where up to a dozen people can relax, converse, and enjoy the view while gently
swaying on a circular bench that is protected from ultraviolet sunlight and rain by a glass roof. Unlike traditional
park benches, this circular park-bench/porch-swing and fosters interaction and conversation. Geller imagines
that this will be a celebratory gathering place for visitors to the park and nearby residents to sit, talk, and enjoy
the park while gazing out on the surrounding spectacular views. The customized, 13’-diameter, semi-circular
seating is made of wood and galvanized steel. The glass roof that protects visitors from the weather is
approximately 20’ square. At night, LED lights located under the bench subtly illuminate the structure. The work
is playful, romantic, and as entertaining as it is functional.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] Geller visited San Francisco to attend the artist site visit on October 30, 2009 and was
inspired by listening to community leaders speak about the Bayview Hunters Point neighborhood. One after
another community leaders addressed the assembled artists and spoke about the strong sense of community,
of family, and of church. They also spoke about the desire for more opportunities where people could come
together in informal and relaxed settings. Geller’s piece also reflects the Hunters Point Shipyard’s military
history: the galvanized steel columns and beams mimic the structure of the historic dry-dock and gantry crane.
The roof structure looks as if it could once have been part of a navy base laboratory building.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] Working with youth, Geller will conduct a public art site tour consisting of a day-long
visit to the new first parcel of the Shipyard. He will show and discuss his installation process as well as conduct
a behind-the-scenes public art tour.
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Heidi Hardin with Colette Crutcher and Michael Azgour Stream of Consciousness
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Heidi Hardin is a San Francisco community artist, educator and long-time art
advocate who works in the Bayview Hunters Point neighborhood to connect children and youth with the new
Shipyard. Hardin is the founder of Think Round, Inc. a non-profit organization that combines well- established
educational programs with newly created initiatives, sometimes in partnership with the SFUSD schools in the
southeastern neighborhoods. Hardin is collaborating with accomplished mosaic tile artists and art instructors:
Colette Crutcher and Michael Azgour for this commission. Heidi Hardin received a Bachelor of Arts Degree and
Master of Fine Arts Degree from the University of California, San Diego.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Stream of Consciousness has two parallel themes: water and literacy. Artists and
youth will investigate diverse subjects of chemistry, history, ecology, astronomy, mythology, the arts and
evolution. Local teens, guided by the artist team will explore the subject of water, as it relates to our Bay Area
ecosystem and Hunters Point Shipyard in particular. The theme is linked by the study of diverse subjects such
as chemistry, history, ecology, astronomy, mythology and evolution. Finally, the study of water integrates art,
science and literature. Youth will create clay tiles that illuminate the multi-layered story of water. The tiles will be
inserted and permanently adhered to the back of the custom seating element of 120’ created by CMG, the lead
landscape architecture firm.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] The inspiration is the spectacular view of the San Francisco Bay. The artist team
reflected on how important water has been to the development of the City of San Francisco, beginning with the
Gold Rush to the modern day environmental cleanup of the Shipyard. The artists were moved by their
appreciation of the significant role water plays in the present back into deep time - including even the origins
and evolution of life.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] Heidi Hardin and her team will seek youth who will partner with the artist team to
design visual images that depict historic and environmental themes.
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Mildred Howard with Walter Hood - Frame Refrain
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Artist Mildred Howard and artist and landscape architect Walter Hood, are
internationally recognized creative practitioners partnering to create a pair of interactive artworks. Both Howard
and Hood are recognized for a broad range of public projects found in museums, galleries and inner-city
neighborhoods.
Howard is recognized for art and significant public art commissions, her work is exhibited in galleries
internationally. Mildred Howard’s artworks poses often piercing questions about culture or identity. Howard
received an Associate of Art Degree, College of Alameda and a Master of Fine Art Degree from John F.
Kennedy University, Orinda, California. Her appreciation for the history of the Shipyard is personal as Howard
was born in San Francisco following her family’s move from Galveston, Texas. Her parents worked at the
Shipyard, however her parents’ main source of income was their antique business.
Walter Hood is recognized internationally for his design, contributions to the professional field and to
environments which often embody the unique spirit of a community. He is the principal of Hood Design in
Oakland and a professor of landscape architecture at the University of California at Berkeley. Walter Hood
received a Bachelor of Science Degree, North Carolina State University and a Master of Landscape Architecture
Degree and Master of Architecture Degree, University of California at Berkeley and a Master of Fine Art Degree
from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Mildred Howard and Walter Hood’s Frame–Refrain transforms and subverts the
traditional function and place of the frame by applying it to an outdoor space.
Howard places an enlarged version of an antique Rococo frame with gold leaf, within the landscape of the
Hunters Point Shipyard. Howard’s frame at the scale of the natural world around it, between 15-20 feet high – no
longer intends to frame a single small work of art, it frames the multiple views and perspectives of the Shipyard’s
landscape. The frame’s sense of limits is expanded here to a limitless multiplicity of valued spaces and views.
And while a frame can be seen as a manifestation the labels and limits which we place on neighborhoods or
groups of people, Howard’s sculpture also utilizes a frame’s capacity to indicate respect and exaltation of that
which falls within its borders. As such Frame–Refrain transfers the framed object’s connoted values of
appreciation, privilege, and value to the landscape itself. Frame–Refrain provides a historical point of contact
between the worlds of public and private, bridging the brawny, industrial world of steel and concrete and the
fragile treasures of the world of art and antiques. The frame is interactive: visitors may pass through it,
suggesting that the community, the inhabitants of the landscape, are equally worthy of valuation and are an
essential part of the ‘picture’.
Approximately one hundred yards from the frame, a three dimensional structure by Walter Hood further explores
the interior-exterior duality and the conscious consideration of space invoked by Howard’s frame. Hoods
structure, which is aligned with the frame, captures the currently visible view of the bay bridge when walking
down the path from the frame towards his piece. This three-dimensional structure is constructed of circular
spheres connected within a triangulated metal frame and is scaled to dimensions corresponding to Howard’s
frame. The spheres are pixels that create the picture of the current view which will be partly blocked by buildings
once the shipyard development is completed. It will therefore be ‘history’, but the memory of it remains.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] Howard comments on her inspiration and investigation of the meaning of a frame …
Frames are typically used to define and distinguish precious and exalted things. A frame acts as a set of spatial
limits which identify a work of art, as if to say: this, in here… is art – that, out there… is not. In the case of
especially ornate and expensive frames, such as 19th century gilt Rococo style frames, the frame exalts the
work, adorning it. Like gold and jewelry or expensive clothing on a person, it conveys status, delimiting the
precious from the mundane. Typically frames are found on the walls of a dwelling, museum, or gallery: they are
indoors, where valued objects can be preserved and kept safe.
Howard was further inspired by her personal family history - the wooden Rococo frame that Howard’s artwork is
based on was an antique handed down from her parents. Frame–Refrain provides a historical point of contact
between the worlds of public and private, bridging the brawny, industrial world of steel and concrete and the
fragile treasures of the world of art and antiques.
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Matthew Passmore and Rebar Group – Gigantry
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Matthew Passmore is principal and co-founder of Rebar, a San Francisco based art
and design studio. Rebar’s work is exemplified by their approach to creative reuse of materials reclaimed from
the waste stream and the activation of sometimes forgotten pockets and niches within the public realm. In recent
years Rebar has created a number of high-profile public art installations. The collaborative design team includes
native-born San Franciscans as well as other members well-versed on the many community challenges
surrounding the transformation of a military shipyard to a new neighborhood of green-energy industries
surrounded by residential homes and parks.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Gigantry is foremost a climbing structure and architectural feature designed for safe,
playful interaction with children of many ages. By referencing the formal characteristics of the Hunters Point
Shipyard’s historic bridge crane, Gigantry samples a dominant visual element in the area’s historic infrastructure.
The sculpture is to be climbed on and will comply with necessary safety standards and the American with
Disabilities Act. Coated galvanized steel or possibly stainless steel will form the sculpture and it will rest on a
resilient rubber ground surface and its aggregate substrate as required.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] In the process of researching the history and culture of Hunters Point Shipyard, Rebar
was struck by the area's most obvious and impressive landmark - the enormous gantry crane. To Rebar, the
crane is a symbol of the historical military presence. Many people in the Bayview Hunters Point worked at the
Shipyard and their work provided support for the young families. While more is today understood about the
impact of the Shipyard, it is Rebar’s desire to symbolically recast the crane as a playful and interactive sculpture,
and they hope to help visitors re-imagine the broader landscape of Hunters Point as an area that fosters thriving
community, informal social interaction and fun.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] Youth will pay a day long visit to Rebar’s Mission studio to learn about the various
temporary and permanent creative initiatives with which Rebar is engaged and to observe and assist in the
design or fabrication of the play sculpture itself. This will provide a unique behind-the-scenes view of this
innovative studio and the creative process employed by them.
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Eric Powell - Flotilla
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Eric Powell is an artist who designs and creates visual patterns depicted in metal for
both public and private art commissions. He lives and works in Berkeley and often refers to his artist studio as a
combination of an laboratory, workshop and factory. Each commission is unique and he is inspired by themes of
nature, history and architecture. He describes the metal as used in a centuries old process of heating, forging,
bending, cutting, carving and grinding or using whatever techniques are necessary for him to create the artwork.
Powell studied a number of related creative disciplines while at different educational institutions prior to
establishing his own studio. He studied at Arizona State University, University of Southern California at Idyllwild,
Grossmont College, San Diego and the California College of Arts and Crafts (now the California College of Art).
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] The functional artwork references a fleet of small ships and is made from both new
and recycled steel and possibly found and historic metal sourced from the Shipyard itself. These objects, when
seen as independent of their function, have a visceral and authentic beauty about them. Using these materials
not only makes a literal reference to the Shipyard’s history, it encourages visitors to think about reuse,
repurposing and recycling. Flotilla is inspired by and utilizes the archetypal and timeless forms of sailing vessels
as its central theme.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] Artist Eric Powell was inspired by the rich and multi-layered history of the Shipyard.
The Shipyard is a San Francisco institution and as such its history embodies the very strength and fortitude of
American ingenuity. For this Public Art commission, Flotilla takes the form of a sculptural railing enveloping the
pedestrian overlook.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] Youth will participate in a day field trip to the Berkeley studio and fabrication yard of
artist Eric Powell where the artist will present a visual slide show of his artistic concept development, and
engage in an actual demonstration of his metal fabrication methods.
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Jason Webster - Butterfly Girl
[ARTIST BACKGROUND] Jason Webster is a Bay Area sculptor known for his figurative work in metal and
recognized for his expertise in metal fabrication assisting other Bay Area artists in the fabrication, installation,
and conservation of their artwork. Webster recently relocated to Alameda following many years maintaining a
studio at the Shipyard. Webster’s work depicts human scale life-like figures of people and animals often
captured in animated poses. Webster received a Bachelor of Arts, Maryland Institute, College of Art. While
Webster is an accomplished and experienced artist, this is his first public art commission.
[PROPOSED ARTWORK] Webster has proposed an approximately 12” high realistic figure of a young girl
jumping rope. She appears highly animated and is set in motion as one realizes that there are life-like butterflies
dancing around her. Her dress is two types of finish, stainless and galvanized steel. She is carefree and
innocent as her realistically sculpted braids fly in the wind and butterflies rest on the corded jump rope.
[ARTIST INSPIRATION] As an artist Jason Webster finds it challenging to convey a single emotion within a
sculptural environment or gesture tinged with elements of fantasy. Having maintained a studio in Hunters Point
for many years, Webster is familiar with community life in the Bayview Hunters Point neighborhood. He was
inspired by his desire to create a sculpture that speaks to the daily, regular activities of children and families in
the community. Webster is appreciative of the relationship between an artwork and the community where it is
sited. Specifically, he was inspired to create an artwork that instills that it is possible to dream big and proposed
a sculpture of a figure that captures the mood and imagines the future potential of a young girl.
[YOUTH INVOLVEMENT] Webster will partner with an artist colleague to work in the Islais Creek studios in
Hunters Point where he will conduct a day long hands-on demonstration and workshop for youth on metal
sculpting.
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